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Abstract 
Social media is a platform to share, offer information and 
working together. Social media give a great deal of advantages 
to help our every day exercises. The aim of this paper is to 
assess the impact of social media application on scholastic 
accomplishment among student. The paper contribute toward 
the student advancement by utilizing online networking 
application and how social networking, for example, Facebook 
can enhance student level of instruction. 
Keywords: academic development, effectiveness; social media 
application; student  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
     Living in today society, where data and learning turn out to 
be a piece of individuals need encouraged them to stay put with 
data close by whenever keeping in mind the end goal to help 
them persist with current wandering environment. As they have 
to stay with sufficient data near to, they have a tendency to 
depend more on the Internet since Feather (2004) portrayed 
Internet as 'system of systems' the place "systems are planned 
principally to give data 'continuously', that is, the solicitation 
for, and the entrance to, the data are quickly back to back." 
Other than being a tremendous database of retrievable data on 
million systems, Internet additionally bolster a significant 
number of physical exercises performed by human, for 
example, managing an account, learning, obtaining, mailing 
and conveying (Rivoltella, 2008). Concentrating on physical or 
ordinary human correspondence perspective, it is undeniable 
that it had been changed enormously by the Internet use. Quill 
(2004) facilitated that "the considerable 'system of systems', the 
web, has turned into a natural component of contemporary life 
and, too should see, it has turned into a noteworthy medium of 
correspondence". The utilization of Internet in correspondence 
field is pointless without data and correspondence innovation 
(ICT). 
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     The ICT device such as computers, personal digital 
assistants (PDAs), mobile phones and, currently, smartphones, 
is vital as they support the use of Internet. Previously, people 
used to access the Internet through computers and PDAs only, 
yet, the sophisticated and advanced ICT innovations permit 
users to have the Internet access via mobile phones, or, to 
beprecisely, the smartphones.  
     There are a few capacities incorporates send and get phone 
calls, get and store messages, camera, schedule, address book, 
music player, content informing, web access, email, voice 
dialing, bluetooth, video recording, worldwide situating 
framework (GPS), office projects, and console keeping in mind 
the end goal to separates normal cell telephones with cell 
phones. The majority of the capacities recorded controlled by 
both cell telephones and cell phones. At that point, not all the 
capacities recorded above are outfitted with normal cell 
telephones particularly the workplace programs where it alludes 
to "basic PC programs utilized as a part of office settings, for 
example, Word Processing, Spreadsheet and Presentations". By 
having such "savvy" gadget that all around outfitted with fitting 
working frameworks and applications that backings the 
Internet-related exercises, it had leave on another stage in 
individuals correspondence frameworks (Rivoltella, 2008). 
     There are varieties of specialized toolsoffered on the Internet 
that can be ordered into two sorts which are synchronous and 
offbeat specialized devices. Synchronous specialized devices 
incorporate talk or delegate frameworks and VoIPallows for 
ongoing based correspondence where data trades at the same 
time amongst sender and recipients. While being difference to 
synchronous, nonconcurrent specialized apparatuses was not 
intended for constant correspondence, rather it was created to 
simplicity conveyance of instant messages towards a gathering 
of locations (Cantoni and Tardini, 2006),for instancee-mail. 
The formation of email and exceptional interest dialog bunches 
for occasion, Chat room"have opened up a fundamentally new 
channel of correspondence" (Feather, 2004). 
     The notion of Chat rooms was based on the recreational 
purposes where visitors are allowed to enter chat rooms’ 
website to have discussion on their common interest matters. 
Feather (2004) stated that “the chat room is essentially a 
creature of the internet, as near as we have yet come to 
electronic discussion in a mode close to casual conversations”. 
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In spite of setting up new persuasive instrument in 
correspondence media which precludes individuals around the 
globe who have basic interest "meet" each other at anyplace 
and at whatever time paying little respect to their geographic 
zone, this innovation additionally ready to represent an 
unlimited threat toward clients since they are unconscious of 
the general population that they "meet" for all intents and 
purposes (Feather, 2004) . 
     Today, the massive proliferations on Internet 
communication tools (widely known as social media 
applications) such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Youtube, 
Wiki, Blog, WhatsApp, Wechat and Instagramwere inspired by 
those inventions explained above. Eric & Spencer (2015) 
expressed that the power of social media cannot be 
underestimated and is expected to continue to 
revolutionizepersonal and organizational communications and 
interactions worldwide”. Eric et al. (2015) justified that there 
are numerous applications of social media where, based on their 
literature review, it can be divided into three sectors which are 
public sector including government and non-governments, 
education sector and commercial sector. 
 
ISSUES 
 
     According Eric et al. (2015), online networking are widely 
being connected in different angles no matter what to the 
training segment. Eric et al. (2015) shouted that, fundamentally, 
online networking was not intended for instruction, then, a 
rising pattern in the training part set out on the utilization of 
social networking with a specific end goal to encourage 
educating and learning exercises, particularly for "digitally 
local" understudies' use.Due to a broad examination done 
concerning this matter. Eric et al. (2015) proposed a few 
pedagogical rolesof online networking in instructive 
foundations to encourage instructing and learning exercises 
which incorporates support on association and joint effort of a 
virtual-instructive community,construction ofinteractive 
environment for educating and learning, and also capacity to 
maintain thedesign of pedagogical educational module. 
     Recently, the utilization of social media application such as 
Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and LinkedIn in the training 
segment transcendently in advanced education establishments 
emerge a significant number of issues and one of them is the 
impacts of online networking applications on understudies' 
scholarly accomplishment. As the utilization of Facebook and 
other informal communication innovations is developing 
among school matured youth due the viral pace (Junco, 2012). 
There is an enormous arrangement of well known and scholarly 
enthusiasm for theimpact on understudy scholastic results 
which may have from such advancements. 
 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
The objectives of this research are: 
  
•To distinguish the utilization of online networking among 
understudies in Faculty of Information Management.  

 
•To investigatethe elements affected the utilization of online 
networking applications amongst in Faculty of Information 
Management.  
 
•To studythe impacts of online networking on Faculty of 
Information Management understudies' scholarly 
accomplishments. 
 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
     Based on research issues, we identify several research 
questions: There are: 
 

• How students in Faculty of Information Management 
use social media applications?  

 

• What are the factors influenced the use of social 
media applications amongst in Faculty of Information 
Management?  

 

• What are the effects of social media on Faculty of 
Information Management students’ academic 
achievements?  

 

 
FRAMEWORK AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES 
 
     This exploration plans to examine whether the impact of 
utilization online networking applications either in positive or 
negative courses on their scholarly accomplishment. In this 
study we trust that the answer from the respondent will indicate 
positive effects on their scholarly accomplishment in utilizing 
online networking applications.  
     Moreover, we trust that this exploration will give some 
imperative data to the workforce with respect to the connection 
of online networking applications utilize and impacts on 
understudies' scholarly execution. Incidentally, this will give a 
review to the workforce whether they ought to turn out with a 
thought in using online networking applications towards other 
scholarly exercises, just if there results are certain to 
understudies' scholastic execution; or discover a fitting 
arrangement if the outcomes ended up being another way. 
Besides, we likewise trust that this study will offer points of 
interest to the individuals who intrigued by this specific range 
and build understudy familiarity with the imperative on online 
networking applications utilize and impact among them, 
particularly in the scholastic viewpoint as social networking 
applications are noticeably use in the scholarly region these 
days 
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Figure 1. Research Framework. 

 
 
In Figure 1, we identify variables that important to evaluate the 
effect of social media on academic achievement. We assume 
that social media help student to share information for 
completing their assigntment, academic group discussion and 
information and knowledge sharing. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
     From all the writing that we looked into concerning our 
examination territory, there are a few restrictions that we found. 
One of the constraints is the vast majority of the past study was 
done research more on Facebook online networking 
applications instead of assortment of them. In this study, we 
attempt to overcome such confinements by covering a few 
online networking applications, for example, WhatsApp, 
Wechat, Instagram and Youtube. Moreover, a large portion of 
the past study are done concentrating more on the negative 
impacts brought about by online networking applications on 
understudies' scholarly accomplishment. 
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